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1. The Baccalauréat Francais International



When will the BFI replace the OIB? 

● The BFI will replace the OIB for the 1ère students starting in 
September 2022 (next school year). 

● The first BFI exams for these students in Terminale will, therefore, be 
held in June 2024. 

● Please note that there will be an American BFI and a British BFI. 
Details about these will be provided in April once the official texts 
have been published.



Please take note!

If a student decides that they do not 
want to take the BFI, they will need 
to leave the CSI Lyon. 



Different versions of the BFI & language requirements

There are three different versions of the BFI. 

● Bilingue (LV A-B2+*)
● Trilingue (LV A-B2) + (LV B-B1)
● Quadrilingue (LV A-B2) + (LV-B + C-B2)

*The CEFR level (B2+) indicates the level required at the beginning of the BFI 
programme in 2nde. 

● Students in the International Sections at the CSI Lyon will all take the 
‘Bilingue’ option outlined above

● The LV A will be the language of the Section



Structure of the BFI

The BFI is composed of three different components:

● ACL: Approfondissement, culturel et linguistique

● DNL*: History/Geography

● CdM: Connaissance de monde

*Discipline non-linguistique taught in the Anglophone Section



ACL: Approfondissement, culturel et linguistique

● Two hours per week are assigned to ACL. 
○ These are added to the 2,5 hours in 1ère and 2 hours in Term for the 

teaching of the LVA.

● These hours are added to the LVA hours (2-2,5 hours in 1e and 2 hours in 
Te) to give a total of 4-4,5 hours a week in 1e and Te in the section 
language.

● The programme content resembles that of the current OIB LL programme.

● There will be no continual assessment

● Final written and oral exam



DNL: History / Geography

● Students will follow the (OIB) French History / Geography programme
● 4 hours of H/G per week:

○ Two hours in the Section language
○ Two hours in French 

● There will be no continual assessment

● Final written and oral exam



CdM: connaissance du monde
This is a new subject, bring introduced in the BFI. 

● 2 hours per week in 1ère and Term

● Taught in the Section language by the section LL and HG teachers

● All students will sit a final oral (which is assessed internally). 



CdM: connaissance du monde (continued)

● Principal aim is to develop research, study and communication skills, whilst 
developing the student’s awareness of the cultural characteristics of their 
Section.

● All students are prepared to produce a research document on a subject of 
their choice, which involves an international partner (in the language of the 
Section)

● The student’s research project should be developed from one of the 
identified “paths of reflection”, as follows:

1. Penser la société
2. Habiter le monde
3. Construire un avenir commun

These will be developed in the ACL and H/G classes. 



Allocation of BFI hours per week in 1ère and Term

Year group / 
Subject

1ère hours Term hours

LL H/G Study Skills LL H/G

ACL 4 4

H/G 2 2

CdM 1 1 +0,5? 1 1

The table below shows how the BFI hours will be allocated within the existing LL 
and H/G departments of the Anglophone Section. 



BFI: subjects, coefficients, hours and assessments



BFI hours in 1ère & Terminale
1ère

Term

Hours in 1ère + Term
● 4-4,5 hrs ACL
● 2 hrs DNL (+2hrs in French)
● 2 hrs CdM

Total 8-8,5 hrs in the section
12 hrs ‘Spécialités’

Note that the DNL hours in the pie 
charts include: 
● 2 hrs in English 
● 2 hrs in French



BFI: subject coefficients



Considerations

● The BFI is a brand new qualification. It is no longer an ‘option’ of the French 
baccalauréat.

● It will be recognised internationally (and nationally) as a high-level bilingual 
qualification (there are very few of these) with a bench-marked English 
language component.

● It will develop important professional and academic life skills which will serve 
you well in the future.

● The number of hours in the section may slightly increase (0,5-1 hour a week). 
However the type of work will partly change as the CdM unit will be 
self-guided research



Any questions? 



2. Points to consider when selecting 
your Bac specialités



Choosing your spécialités (3 in 1e; 2 in Te)
   

● Histoire-géographie/ géopolitique et sciences politiques
● Humanités, littérature et philosophie
● Langues, littératures et cultures étrangères
● Littérature et langues et culture de l’antiquité
● SES 
● Mathématiques
● Numériques et sciences informatiques (NSI)
● Physique-chimie 
● SVT 



Options
● Langue vivante C (allemand / arabe/ espagnol/italien)
● Littérature et langues et culture de l’antiquité (latin)
● Musique 

A) Option taken in 1e and Te
● Maximum of two options can be taken (language + either music or latin)
● Continual assessment mark
● Coefficient 4

B) Option taken only in Te
● Maths expertes or Maths complémentaire
● Continual assessment mark
● Coefficient 2

C) Option taken only in 1e
● Mark not counted in baccalauréat



Choosing your spécialités (3 in 1e; 2 in Te)

Your French teachers will provide you with more information about the 
‘spécialités’, however there are several general key question you need to consider 
before you make your selection:

a) Do you enjoy the subject?
b) What work will be expected from you (amount and type)?
c) What is your potential to do well in it?
d) Will it support your future pathway?



Mathematics in Secondary School
What role in my future education?



Introduction
● It may seem early but it’s time to start thinking 

about choices!
● One of the key choices may be whether to do 

mathematics and what kind of mathematics 
to do.

● While it’s important to think with your heart, 
you also need to think with your head…

● What is on offer? How will my choices 
potentially affect my future studies and future 
career?

● Let’s have a look! 



The Reform and Mathematics
● At the heart of the Reform of the French 

secondary system is choice and specialisation.
● Students are encouraged to focus on speciality 

subjects in première.
● Mathematics is one of the speciality subjects on 

offer.
● As mathematics is central to the French 

education system there are several other 
options for mathematics in this reformed system.



A life without Maths?
● Unlike in the previous school system it is 

possible to drop mathematics.
● Mathematics is still present though in a 

compulsory general science (enseignement 
scientifique).

● There is 1 hour per week of general science 
in première and 2 in terminale.

● But you need to think VERY carefully about 
dropping mathematics altogether as it can 
affect your further education choices very 
strongly…more about that later.



Speciality Mathematics
● This is highly recommended if you wish to pursue 

scientific or engineering studies in France.
● It can even help you to get into other fields of 

study - more about that later!
● All students choosing this option have 4 hours of 

mathematics a week.
● Like any other speciality you can drop speciality 

mathematics at the end of première and keep 
your other two specialities.

● Again - you need to think carefully about this and 
how this will affect your future applications.

● There are other paths in the world of 
mathematics…



What about terminale?
● For those who decide to drop speciality 

mathematics in première it is possible to choose 
complimentary mathematics (maths 
complémentaires).

● This is highly encouraged for students who wish 
to study medicine, social sciences and 
economics.

● Complimentary mathematics courses involve 3 
hours of teaching a week and are evaluated as 
part of continued assessment.

● If you didn’t do speciality mathematics in 
première it is still possible to do complimentary 
mathematics in terminale but this requires 
catch-up classes (remise à niveau).



An example of the Maths requirements for Mcgill University, Canada



And if you really like mathematics…
● For students who know that they want to 

study science and engineering - love 
maths - it is possible in terminale to 
choose expert mathematics (maths 
expert).

● This means that you will have speciality 
mathematics and expert mathematics in 
terminale.

● You will be doing 9 hours of maths per 
week.



Conclusion
● You need to think about what you kind of studies 

you’d like to do later - even if it’s a general idea.
● Maths are very much present in France in 

different fields of study and this can affect your 
chances of getting into a specialised course.

● There are different levels of maths on offer - you 
don’t have to be an expert!

● Think too that maths are also often needed to an 
A-level equivalent outside of France too eg  
Canada and The Netherlands

● Speak to your professeur principal, your maths 
teacher (or me) if you would like to learn more - 
you can also click on the official French Education 
Ministry link:

https://www.education.gouv.fr/l-enseignement-des-math
ematiques-dans-la-reforme-du-lycee-en-classe-de-pre
miere-et-terminale-de-la-4898 

https://www.education.gouv.fr/l-enseignement-des-mathematiques-dans-la-reforme-du-lycee-en-classe-de-premiere-et-terminale-de-la-4898
https://www.education.gouv.fr/l-enseignement-des-mathematiques-dans-la-reforme-du-lycee-en-classe-de-premiere-et-terminale-de-la-4898
https://www.education.gouv.fr/l-enseignement-des-mathematiques-dans-la-reforme-du-lycee-en-classe-de-premiere-et-terminale-de-la-4898


Any questions? 



3. Preparing for the next step
The Anglophone Section University 
Guidance Service & Introduction to Unifrog



Preparing for your future - the University Guidance Service

1. Provides guidance through individual or group meetings

2. Provides documents for the application:

● Grade transcripts

● Course description

● References

3. Supports your use of UNIFROG



Using the ‘exploring pathways’ tool in Unifrog

● Use the tools in the ‘exploring 
pathways’ section to research the 
options that are available for 
careers and further study. 

● Try the personality and interests 
quizzes to find out more about 
what careers and courses might 
suit you.

● Make sure you check out the 
MOOCS (Massive Open Online 
Courses) and webinars.



Recording what you have done

You can use the tools in 

this section to start 

Recording what you have 

done, using guidance and 

examples to prepare 

yourself for making 

applications



Searching for opportunities

You can use the tools in the 

Searching for opportunities section 

to compare universities, degree 

options and special opportunities 

around the world

Canadian universities

Oxbridge

European universities

US universities

UK universities

Asian universities

Australasian universities

Special Opportunities

Middle Eastern universities

Irish universities

Events



Available opportunities

Exploring pathways Recording what 
you’ve done

Searching for 
opportunities

Drafting application 
materials

Making applications

Careers library

Subjects library

Know-how library

MOOC

Activities

Competencies

Interactions

Canadian universities

Oxbridge

European universities

US universities

UK universities

Asian universities

Australasian universities

Classes

UK Personal Statement

Subject References

CV / Resumé

Post 18 Intentions

Applications list 

Locker

Special Opportunities

Personality profile

Webinars Middle Eastern universities

Irish universities

Events

Common App Essay

Writing tool

US recommenders

Notes for Reference writers

Interests profile

Read, Watch, Listen

http://ppt/slides/ppt/slides/slide16.xml


Creating your account

● If you have not yet created your account you 

need to log on with this link LYOI2024

● Here is the link to use

● Click the link and follow the instructions 

● Create a memorable password

● Make a note of your password



Unifrog - our expectations

You will use Unifrog to:

● Research your future studies, universities, application 

procedures

● Explore the pathways (personality, career, areas of 

study)

● Store your documents (personal statements, grade 

transcripts, predicted grades etc)

● Respond to emails sent to you via Unifrog

● Follow up and respond to the messages about 

conferences posted on the interactions



Parents & guardians - get signed up!

● Go to www.unifrog.org/student and 
click ‘Sign in for the first time’

● You’ll be asked for some details and 
a form code. This is what you need:

After signing up, log into Unifrog using 
your email address and password via the 
student sign-in page!

LYOIparents

http://www.unifrog.org/student


Any questions? 


